
 

 

 
12’ x 12’ Steel Grapevine Gazebo 

 
Warning: It is very important to read and follow these Safety Precautions before assembly and during the use of the 
product. 
 

 
 

1.)   When assembling and using this product, basic safety precautions must always be followed to reduce the risk of 
personal injury and damage to product or surroundings. 

2.)   This Garden Gazebo is NOT a permanent structure and is designed for sunshade and privacy, and must be used 
under normal weather conditions. We recommend removal of the fabric canopy in windy conditions. You MUST 
completely disassemble the unit prior to any severe weather conditions such as thunderstorm, hurricane, and/or 
heavy wind and rain. Failure to remove the fabric canopy or disassemble the unit will damage the gazebo or even 
cause structural collapse. Damage due to inclement and or severe weather is not covered by warranty. 



3.)   Always install on level ground utilizing tie-down cords and ground stakes. This garden gazebo can not be 
permanently staked or attached to concrete floor or platform. 

4.)   Garden gazebo fabrics are water resistant but not waterproof and may leak during precipitation. Fabrics will fade 
under direct exposure to sunlight. Keep all flame and heat sources away from canopy and netting. 

5.)   Garden gazebo fabrics are NOT fire proof and will burn if left in continuous contact with any flame source.  
6.)   Keep all children and pets away from assembly area. 
7.)   Begin assembly not less than 6 feet from any obstruction such as a fence, garage house, overhanging branches, 

clothes line or electrical wires. 
8.)   Some parts may contain sharp edges. Wear protective gloves if necessary. At least two or more people are 

recommended for sage assembly. 
9.)   Please properly tighten all hardware and perform periodic inspections during usage for cracked welds or loose 

nuts or bolts. 
 
Warranty information and customer service can be seen at http://www.4SGservice.com/Sarasota or via email at 
Sarasota@4SGservice.com or call toll free to 1-(888)-529-6524 Ext. 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


